#PRONOM Research Week 2020

This year's plan:
- Two week research sprint
- Issues will be gathered in the Research Week GitHub repository in advanced - submissions welcome!
- Kick off with webinar on file format signatures
- Improved sign up and tracking of milestones, including feedback from the Future of PRONOM Webinar

Highlights from the 1st PRONOM Research Week in 2019:
- 31 PUIDs & 43 new signatures from the Research Week included in the PRONOM v96 release
- XML Audit
- Suggestions for identifying text-based formats (Perl, Python, CSV)
- 12 updated entries
- Ca. 250 sample files
- PRONOM information map to Library of Congress format description (FDD) XML fields
- Triples added to the connect-the-fr.org, a linked data file format registry based on PRONOM data, to the Library of Congress Format Descriptions

https://github.com/digital-preservation/pronom-research-week
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